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At its heart, a psychiatrists work is about communicating. Failures in communication have led to well-publicised failures in care. The new technologies of communication can hopefully lead to better care. To realise these hopes, however, psychiatrists need a computer book aimed at intelligent professionals, not dummies. This is that book.It differs in being produced by mental health professionals for mental health professionals. While the book starts with basic computer skills it goes on to focus on specific areas of interest to psychiatrists, in order that the knowledge gained can confidently be used to support psychiatric practice. The reader is shown how to use a computer for data analysis, audit, report-writing, email and presentations. Issues of confidentiality and security are covered from both a legal and a technical point of view, while forthcoming developments in NHS information technology are fully explained.
Also Available

Management for Psychiatrists, 3rd Edition - ISBN 1904671497
Research Methods in Psychiatry, 3rd Edition - ISBN 1904671330 

RCPsych Publications is the publishing arm of the Royal College of Psychiatrists (based in London, United Kingdom), which has been promoting excellence in mental health care since 1841. Produced by the same editorial team who publish The British Journal of Psychiatry, they sell books for both psychiatrists and other mental health professionals; and also many written for the general public. Their popular series include the College Seminars Series, the NICE mental health guidelines and the Books Beyond Words series for people with intellectual disabilities.
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My Age of Anxiety: Fear, Hope, Dread, and the Search for Peace of MindKnopf, 2014

	A riveting, revelatory, and moving account of the author’s struggles with anxiety, and of the history of efforts by scientists, philosophers, and writers to understand the condition

	 

	As recently as thirty-five years ago, anxiety did not exist as a diagnostic category. Today, it is the most common form of...
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THE SILK ROAD ENCYCLOPEDIASeoul Selection, 2016

	Literary Nonfiction. Asian & Asian American Studies. History. Since the concept of the Silk Road as an avenue of inter- civilizational exchange emerged more than 130 years ago, scholars from both Eastern and Western societies have conducted persistent research to advance the field. Still, however, not nearly enough research has been...
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Business Analysis with QuickBooksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Manage your business and make sound decisions with the help of QuickBooks


	Quickbooks is a user-friendly accounting software program that can analyze data to help you make smart decisions for a small- or medium-sized business. However, few books explain how to maximize the features of QuickBooks reports for management purposes-until...
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Apache Struts 2 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Struts 2.1 is a modern, extensible, agile web application framework suitable for both small- and large-scale web applications.  

The book begins with a comprehensive look at Struts 2.1 basics, interspersed with detours into more advanced development topics. You'll learn about configuring Struts 2.1 actions, results, and interceptors via...
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Behavioral Emergencies for the Emergency PhysicianCambridge University Press, 2013

	Emergency physicians, in all practice settings, care for patients with both undifferentiated psycho-behavioral presentations and established psychiatric illness. This reference-based text goes beyond diagnostics, providing practical input from physicians experienced with adult emergency psychiatric patients. Physicians will increase their...
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The Flash Usability Guide: Interacting with Flash MXFriends of Ed, 2003

	"Usability makes everything easier, except the job of the developer. Usability is not easy. There are no macros to run on Macromedia Flash projects to apply usability. Applying usability requires a change in the development process. It requires a new method of thinking about a project from start to finish." —Chris...
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